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New Book. Immediately following the Second World War,
between 1947 and 1955, several classic papers quantified the
fundamentals of human speech information processing and
recognition. In 1947 French and Steinberg published their
classic study on the articulation index. In 1948 Claude Shannon
published his famous work on the theory of information. In
1950 Fletcher and Galt published their theory of the articulation
index, a theory that Fletcher had worked on for 30 years, which
integrated his classic works on loudness and speech perception
with models of speech intelligibility. In 1951 George Miller then
wrote the first book Language and Communication, analyzing
human speech communication with Claude Shannon s just
published theory of information. Finally in 1955 George Miller
published the first extensive analysis of phone decoding, in the
form of confusion matrices, as a function of the speech-to-
noise ratio. This work extended the Bell Labs speech
articulation studies with ideas from Shannon s Information
theory. Both Miller and Fletcher showed that speech, as a code,
is incredibly robust to mangling distortions of filtering and
noise. Regrettably much of this early work was...
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The publication is great and fantastic. It can be filled with knowledge and wisdom You wont truly feel monotony at at
any moment of your time (that's what catalogues are for about if you ask me).
-- Dr . Ma r cos Gr im es III--  Dr . Ma r cos Gr im es III

It is really an incredible ebook that we have actually go through. I actually have go through and i also am sure that i
am going to likely to read again again in the foreseeable future. Your way of life period will be convert the instant you
complete reading this article pdf.
-- Pr of . Adr a in R ice-- Pr of . Adr a in R ice
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